New Products

Ritchie root and grain feeder

Ritchie has developed a new root and grain feeder. Suitable for front or rear tractor mounting or on telescopic forklifts this hydraulically driven feeder can be used to self load, mix, chop and dispense crops.

Suitable for any root or grain crop it has a Category Two three point linkage, a pressure relief valve and a stationary cutter head for added safety.

The feeder has a one tonne capacity and incorporates a stone trap into the design to eject stones and debris to provide protection to the augers and knives. Also there is a full length trash trap positioned under the central auger helps deliver cleaner feed to housed animals.

The feeder retails at £4040 + VAT.

Contact Ritchie on 01307 462 271

Snowploughs

Weaving machinery is importing a range of tractor and lorry mounted snowploughs. The range includes models to fit anything from compact tractors to gritter lorries.

Of special interest for farmers are the PSV271 and PSV301 models for mounting on tractor category two front linkages. They can also be used with telehandlers and loader excavators up to a maximum of six tonnes.

They will clear tracks, 2.7m or 3.03m wide, to either side when used as a straight blade or 2.35m or 2.62m when used as a “V” plough.

The steel blades can be hydraulically adjusted to an angle of 30 degrees to either side or configured as a “V” plough from the cab using the remote plug-in control unit.

The PSV271 costs £3180 ex works and the PSV301 £3880 ex works.

Contact 01386 49155

Tolmac up front with new harvester

A new Tolmac front potato harvester for UK growers has been launched by Standen Engineering. This will give the grower the ability to convert any trailed two row harvester into a four row operation.

Harvesting the two rows in front of the tractor, one to the left and one to the right (rows 1 and 4) the MT14 model conveys the crop to the centre of the tractor by two cross conveyors. Following on a conventional 2-row harvester then lifts four rows in one pass. It is available for 75cm and 90cm rows.

The harvester is completely hydraulically driven; hydraulic front intake coulter discs, webs, cross conveyors and agitators are electrically speed adjustable. The front harvested rows are also completely untouched by the wheels during the lifting process.

The Tolmac MT14 is available from £40,000.

Contact Standen Engineering on 01353 661 111

Don’t miss Cousins’ annual Open Days

- Discuss your requirements
- Special Open Days Offers*
- Ex-demo machines available
- New products
- Refreshments

*Best terms before the end of December

Cousins of Emneth Ltd
The Forge, Emneth, Wisbech
Cambridgeshire PE14 8DE.
T. 01945 584 600
www.cousinsofemneth.co.uk
sales@cousinsofemneth.co.uk
Out of season discounts start now!

Tues 3rd & Wed 4th December